Introduction
DNA microarray experiment, though it has acquired its position as one of the standard methods in the field of biology, produce a huge amount of raw data that requires multiple processes to extract profitable information. It is one of the ultimate goals of biologists to reflect such extracted results to existing data, and to improve well-established biological knowledge, i.e., metabolic pathways. KnowledgeEditor is the software to provide biologists to import a probe information from microarray data to a biomolecular network, and to modify a known metabolic pathway based on novel microarray experiments. The drawn network on Knowledge editor can be exported in XML format, which is suitable to organize and share data among scientists. It also enables users to publish the modeled network on the web with the plug-in module "GSCope Viewer."
Method and Results
KnowledgeEditor imports a file (cdt: cluster data table) created by the program Cluster [1] . KnowledgeEditor can deal with more expression data points than 50,000 genes (rows) x 100 experiments (columns), and help users to pick up any genes by comparing similarity of expression patterns [2] . Users can lay out the chosen genes on the draw window where each gene is represented as a square item by manipulating a mouse (Fig. 1) . A drawn arrow between items means the existence of a certain relationship between the genes. By selecting an experiment name and a coloring condition, users can see the levels of gene expressions displayed as item colors on the drawn networks. The drawn networks on KnowledgeEditor are easily converted to an XML-based representation schema (SRML: Simple Result Markup Language) which we designed to model a gene-gene interaction relationship. In Fig.1 , each arrow has various sorts of information including Boolean (up or down) regulation among genes. Based on the SRML, KnowledgeEditor immediately simulates the up-down cascade among thousands of genes described in the SRML file. SRML basically defines only a binomial graph (an arrow) between two genes. Further complex relationship among multiple genes can be described by the combination of the arrows. Since it tends to be incomprehensible to see multiple arrows intercrossing each other, KnowledgeEditor can group them up into a polynomial graph by jointing the centers of the arrows and give us a coherent view of multiple gene interactions. It is possible to publish SRML data files on the internet by using web-browser plug-in "GSCope". GSCope helps a web-client user to browse pathway data on their personal computers, to simulate regulatory interactions of genes on the pathways, and analyze microarray data on the context of the pathways. For users' convenience, it is very easy to transfer SRML and microarray data between KnowledgeEditor and GSCope by the mechanism which automatically saves snapshots of the analytical status on the software when they are terminated by a user, and can resume the snapshots on the request of a user. Figure 1 : "Draw window" and "gene-expression window" of the KnowledgeEditor are shown. "Geneexpression window" is floating over the "draw window." Glycolysis metabolic pathway is sketched on the "draw window," herein squared items represent genes and compounds on the pathway. Lines drawn between the items are called "arrows" in the text, because each line contains upward or downward regulatory information and displayed as an arrow by GSCope. In the "gene-expression window," the listed genes have gene-expression patterns similar to the selected gene which is highlighted by six orange dots in the "draw window." Up-regulated genes are colored in red and down-regulated genes are in green in the current coloring condition. In the pathway modeling, a user can pick a gene from the "gene-expression window" and easily put it on the "draw window" by mouse operations.
Accessibility and Availability
KnowledgeEditor works on Microsoft Windows2000 or XP. Both KnowledgeEditor and the plug-in "GSCope Viewer" are available as free of charge on our web site [3] .
